Luther College (2-0-0) -vs- Macalester (1-1-0, 0-0-0)  
9/4/2021 at Saint Paul, UNITED S (Macalester Stadium)

Goals By Period | 1 | 2 | Total
---|---|---|---
Luther College | 0 | 3 | 3
Macalester | 0 | 1 | 1

**Scoring Summary**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Goal Scorer</th>
<th>Assist</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>51:30</td>
<td>LUTM</td>
<td>Will Overberg</td>
<td>Faydane Ouro-Akondo</td>
<td>GOAL by LUTM Will Overberg (FIRST GOAL), Assist by Faydane Ouro-Akondo, goal number 3 for season.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84:41</td>
<td>LUTM</td>
<td>Marcos Vila</td>
<td>Faydane Ouro-Akondo</td>
<td>GOAL by LUTM Marcos Vila, Assist by Faydane Ouro-Akondo, goal number 2 for season.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85:18</td>
<td>LUTM</td>
<td>Will Overberg</td>
<td></td>
<td>GOAL by LUTM Will Overberg, goal number 4 for season.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88:57</td>
<td>MAC</td>
<td>Joey Stern</td>
<td>Rohit Shah</td>
<td>GOAL by MAC Joey Stern, Assist by Rohit Shah, goal number 1 for season.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cautions and Ejections: 32:27 (YELLOW), #31 Tim Hellermann (LUTM)  45:56 (YELLOW), #25 William Valentine (LUTM)
00:00 Start of 1st period [00:00].
Carson Davenport at goalie for Luther College.
Carson Davenport at goalie for Luther College.
Cade Fink at goalie for Macalester.

00:53 Corner kick by MAC [00:53].

04:11 Foul on Luther College Max Pardo [04:11].

05:09 Shot by MAC Will Orser WIDE.

06:50 Foul on Macalester Jack Muller [06:50].

11:07 MAC substitution: Branko Sciortino for Thomas Dono.

15:15 Shot by MAC Jimmy Mroz WIDE.

16:44 Foul on Luther College William Valentine [16:44].

20:54 Foul on Macalester Hans Haenicke [20:54].

21:03 Shot by LUTM Faydane Ouro-Akondo WIDE.

24:44 Foul on Luther College Joao Curvo [24:44].

25:36 Shot by MAC Will Orser WIDE.


30:09 Shot by LUTM Tim Hellermann, SAVE Cade Fink.

31:15 MAC substitution: Silas Southworth for Hans Haenicke.

31:15 LUTM substitution: Gian Leite for William Valentine.

31:19 Foul on Macalester Ben Wagner [31:19].

31:59 Shot by MAC Grant Luce, SAVE Carson Davenport.


32:27 Yellow card on LUTM Tim Hellermann.

33:44 LUTM substitution: Javier Pastor Valls for Will Overberg.

33:44 Shot by LUTM Javier Pastor Valls, SAVE Cade Fink.

34:08 Corner kick by LUTM [34:08].

35:45 LUTM substitution: Jorge Murillo for Marcos Vila.

35:45 Foul on Macalester Rohit Shah [35:45].

38:34 MAC substitution: Nathan Corbett for Grant Luce.

40:03 MAC substitution: Alexis Bromberg for Rohit Shah.

41:08 Foul on Luther College Gian Leite [41:08].

42:04 Foul on Macalester Branko Sciortino [42:04].

45:00 End of period [45:00].

Start of 2nd period [45:00].

45:43 MAC substitution: Thomas Dono for Branko Sciortino.

45:43 MAC substitution: Grant Luce for Nathan Corbett.

45:43 MAC substitution: Hans Haenicke for Alexis Bromberg.

45:43 MAC substitution: Jimmy Mroz for Silas Southworth.


45:43 LUTM substitution: Raul Ferrandez for Armando Jenkins.

45:43 LUTM substitution: Hernan Manzanet for Jorge Murillo.

45:43 LUTM substitution: Will Overberg for Fel Alvarez Casaro.


45:43 LUTM substitution: Marcos Vila for Max Pardo.

45:43 Foul on Macalester Thomas Dono [45:43].

45:56 Yellow card on LUTM William Valentine.


51:30 GOAL by LUTM Will Overberg (FIRST GOAL), Assist by Faydane Ouro-Akondo, goal number 3 for season.

Luther College 1, Macalester 0

57:48 Shot by LUTM Marcos Vila, SAVE Cade Fink.

58:19 LUTM substitution: Ricardo Crisanto for Tim Hellermann.

59:12 MAC substitution: Alexis Bromberg for Howard Henderson.


59:12 LUTM substitution: Fel Alvarez Casaro for Faydane Ouro-Akondo.

60:51 MAC substitution: Julian Evans for Jack Muller.

60:54 Corner kick by LUTM [60:54].

61:21 Corner kick by LUTM [61:21].

61:38 Shot by LUTM Raul Ferrandez WIDE.

61:55 Corner kick by LUTM [61:55].

62:18 Shot by LUTM Lucas Monteiro, SAVE Cade Fink.

64:13 Corner kick by MAC [64:13].
67:35  Offside against Luther College.
68:19  LUTM substitution: Jorge Murillo for Marcos Vila.
68:19  LUTM substitution: Javier Pastor Valls for Will Overberg.
68:19  MAC substitution: Silas Southworth for Hans Haenicke.
69:40  Foul on Macalester Julian Evans.
70:42  Foul on Macalester Branko Sciortino.
72:20  Foul on Luther College Hernan Manzanet.
73:56  MAC substitution: Nathan Corbett for Grant Luce.
73:56  MAC substitution: Jack Muller for Jimmy Mroz.
73:56  MAC substitution: Howard Henderson for Will Orser.
74:34  Foul on Macalester Nathan Corbett.
75:00  Shot by LUTM Javier Pastor Valls.
76:37  MAC substitution: Thomas Dono for Ben Wagner.
77:02  Foul on Luther College Tim Hellermann.
77:51  LUTM substitution: Tim Hellermann for Lucas Monteiro.
77:51  LUTM substitution: Marcos Vila for Jorge Murillo.
77:59  LUTM substitution: Will Overberg for Fel Alvarez Casaro.
81:02  LUTM substitution: Luis Figueroa for William Valentine.
81:02  MAC substitution: Nathan Corbett for Branko Sciortino.
81:02  MAC substitution: Jimmy Mroz for Julian Evans.
81:02  MAC substitution: Hans Haenicke for Howard Henderson.
82:58  Shot by MAC Hans Haenicke.
83:57  Shot by LUTM Marcos Vila.
84:41  GOAL by LUTM Marcos Vila, Assist by Faydane Ouro-Akondo.
85:18  GOAL by LUTM Will Overberg.
87:08  Shot by LUTM Luis Figueroa.
87:19  MAC substitution: Rohit Shah for Thomas Dono.
88:57  GOAL by MAC Joey Stern, Assist by Rohit Shah.
90:00  End of period.